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INTRODUCTION

This pamphlet, 1 prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on

raxation, describes the proposed supplementary protocol to the

neome tax treaty between the United States and Belgium. The

jroposed protocol was signed on December 31, 1987, and was ampli-

led by an exchange of notes signed the same day. The proposed

jrotocol would amend the current U.S.-Belgium income tax treaty,

vhich entered into force on October 13, 1972. A public hearmg on

;he proposed protocol is scheduled on August 9, 1988, by the Senate

Committee on Foreign Relations.

The primary reason for the negotiation of the proposed protocol

Nas to reduce the tax at source on direct investment dividends

Tom 15 percent to 5 percent, effective January 1, 1988. By thus re-

ducing effective foreign tax rates, the proposed protocol will benefit

many U.S. businesses that, particularly after the Tax Reform Act

Df 1986, have excess foreign tax credits on their foreign income.

In addition to reducing the direct investment dividend rate, the

proposed protocol provides rules to prevent nonresidents of the

United States and Belgium from enjoying the reduced rates of tax

provided in the convention, as amended by the protocol (that is, the

proposed protocol prevents a practice commonly referred to as

treaty shopping).
. .

The first part of the pamphlet is a summary of the principal pro-

visions of the proposed protocol. The second part presents a discus-

sion of the issues raised by the proposed protocol. This is followed

by a third part containing a detailed, article-by-article explanation

of the proposed protocol.

•This pamphlet may be cited as follows: Joint Committee on Taxation Explanation ofl^o-

oosed Protocol to the Income Tax Treaty between the United States and Belgium (JCb-ld-»»;,

August 8, 1988.
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I. SUMMARY

"ftie proposed protocol contains the following modifications to the

come tax treaty between the United States and Belgium.

(1) Dividends.—The proposed protocol would replace present Ar-

;le 10 (Dividends) of the existing treaty with a new Article 10.

le principal change is the reduction of the maximum allowable

te of tax at source on direct investment dividends. The existing

saty requires neither party to reduce its rate of tax at source on

vidends below 15 percent. Under the proposed protocol, the maxi-

dm allowable rate would be reduced to 5 percent in cases where

e beneficial owner of the payor is a company that owns at least

I percent of the voting stock of the payor.

(2) Anti-treaty shopping provision.—The proposed protocol would

Id a provision to the treaty that generally ensures that the re-

'.ced rates of tax at source on dividends, interest, and royalties

juld be received only by corporations whose shares are publicly

aded in Belgium or the United States and corporations controlled

' any combination of U.S. residents, U.S. citizens, Belgium resi-

nts, or the countries themselves. The existing treaty does not

ntain an anti-treaty shopping provision. The proposed anti-treaty

opping provision is similar to those included in recently ratified

eaties, but is somewhat less strict than the anti-treaty shopping

ovision of the 1981 proposed U.S. model income tax treaty (the

J.S. model treaty" or the "U.S. model").

(3)
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II. ISSUES

The proposed protocol raises the following specific issues.

(I) Dividends paid by pass-through entities

The primary reason for the proposed protocol is to reduce
maximum allowable rate of tax at source of direct investment^
dends. Under the existing treaty, this rate is 15 percent; the
posed protocol reduces that rate to 5 percent when the benel
owner is a company that owns at least 10 percent of the v(
stock of the payor.
These reductions from the Internal Revenue Code withhol

rate of 30 percent are consistent with the U.S. model treaty
consistent with one objective of the U.S. income tax treatie^
eliminate international double taxation by an agreed divisio
income among two contracting parties. They reflect the view
where, for example, the United States already imposes corpc
level tax on the earnings of a U.S. corporation, a 30 percent \
holding rate may represent an excessive level of source cou'
taxation. Moreover, the 5 percent rate reflects the view that
source country tax on payments of profits to a substantial non
dent corporate shareholder may properly be reduced furthe
avoid double corporate-level taxation and to facilitate internatil
investment. However, even though the reductions will hei
many U.S. multinationals by reducing their effective foreign
rates, the reductions raised a concern that when the dividends
paid by a U.S. company which generally does not pay any co
rate level income tax they are inappropriate.
A regulated investment company (RIC) is a U.S. corporation

IS subject to the regular corporate income tax, but that receiv
reduction for dividends paid to its shareholders if certain co
tions are met (Code sees. 852(b)(2)(D) and (3)). One of those co
hons IS the requirement that a RIC distribute most of its incd
Thus, a RIC is treated, in effect, as a conduit for federal income
purposes. One purpose of this entity is to allow investors to

]

capital to diversify investments, which they might not be able t(
otherwise. Dividends paid by a RIC generally are treated as 1

source income, and thus, generally are subject to the U.S. withhmg tax of 30 percent when paid to foreign shareholders.
Because a RIC generally does not pay any corporate level 1

income tax on the earnings it distributes and because it repres(
for its investors a diversification of portfolio investments, '

theory for reducing the maximum allowable rate of tax on 1

source dividends in the case of dividends paid by a RIC
direct investor is not present. Whether the investment in ,RIC IS above or below the threshold level for the direct inveS

dividend rate, the investment represents in effect an investmen
the underlying portfolio investments of the RIC. Therefore,
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nount of stock owned in the RIC should be disregarded in deter-

ining whether the shareholder is a direct investor.

A real estate investment trust (REIT) is a corporation, trust, or

isociation that is taxable as a U.S. corporation but that, like a

IC, receives conduit treatment for income that is distributed to

lareholders if certain conditions are satisfied (Code sec. 857(b)).

ike a RIC, a REIT must distribute most of its income to qualify

r conduit treatment. A REIT is organized to allow persons to di-

;rsify ownership in primarily passive real estate investments,

ften, the principal income of a REIT is rentals from real estate

)ldings.

Because a REIT is taxable as a U.S. corporation, a distribution of

irnings is treated as a dividend, rather than income of the same
pe as the underlying earnings. This is true even though the REIT
merally is not taxable at the entity level on the earnings it dis-

ibutes. Because a REIT cannot be engaged in an active trade or

isiness, its distributions are U.S. source and are thus subject to

.8. withholding tax of 30 percent when paid to foreign owners,

lien the distributions are composed of rental income, for exam-
e, they are not considered rental income to the recipient. Like
vidends, U.S. source rental income of foreign persons generally is

ibject to U.S. withholding tax at a statutory rate of 30 percent

inless, in the case of rental income, the recipient elects to have it

Lxed in the United States on a net basis at the regular income tax

ites). Unlike the tax on dividends, however, the withholding tax

1 rental income generally is not reduced in U.S. income tax trea-

es.

It has always been the United States' position to preserve the

ght to tax income from real property to the country in which the
icome is derived. Thus, the United States always preserves its

ght to tax real property income deri^od from the United States in

s income tax treaties.

The issue presented under the proposed protocol and under the
cisting treaty is whether dividends paid by a RIC or a REIT
lould be treated differently from dividends paid by other U.S. cor-

Drations. Because those entities generally do not pay any corpo-

ite level U.S. income tax, and in the case of a REIT, because its

icome often is composed of a tjqje of income over which the
nited States maintains its right to tax in its treaties, reducing the
.S. withholding tax rate on dividends as under the existing treaty

tid the proposed protocol is inconsistent with the purposes of the
ividend rate reductions and maintenance of source country juris-

iction over real property income.
The committee could consider a reservation to the proposed pro-

)Col to modify the reduction of the U.S. withholding tax on divi-

ends paid by a RIC and a REIT. It is understood that the Treasury
'epartment considers the reductions in the proposed protocol and
I the existing treaty to be inappropriate with respect to distribu-

ons from RICs and REITs. It is further understood that the Treas-
ry Department will modify the reductions in the proposed proto-

al and in the existing treaty when a new treaty with Belgium is

egotiated. Because the Treasury Department is pursuing expedi-

ously a new treaty with Belgium and expects to complete a new
•eaty within the next twelve months, and because a reservation
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would considerably delay the benefits to be derived by U.S. m
tionationals under the proposed protocol, the committee could
stead consider the proposed protocol with an understanding tl
the dividend reductions contained in the proposed protocol and
the existing treaty will be modified when the new treaty is negc
ated.

(2) Treaty shopping

The proposed protocol, like a number of U.S. income tax treati
generally limits source country withholding tax on dividends, int
est, and royalties paid to residents of the other country. Althou
the proposed protocol is intended to benefit residents of Belgit
and the United States only, residents of third countries sometinrs
attempt to use a treaty to obtain treaty benefits. This is known 3

treaty shopping. Investors from countries that do not have tax trs-
ties with the United States, or from countries that have not agre
in their tax treaties with the United States to limit source count
taxation to the same extent that it is limited in another treaty ml
attempt to secure a lower rate of U.S. tax by, for example, lendii
money to a U.S. person indirectly through a country whose trea
with the United States provides for a lower rate. The third-count'
investor may do this by establishing a subsidiary, trust, or oth
investing entity in that treaty country which then makes the loi
to the U.S. person and claims the treaty reduction for the intere
it receives.

The anti-treaty shopping provision of the proposed protocol d
fers form the anti-treaty shopping provision of the current U.
model. While the U.S. model provision is only one of several a
proaches that the Treasury Department considers satisfactory
prevent treaty shopping abuses, the model provision is nonethele
a standard against which to compare the proposed protocol's ani
treaty shopping provision. The issue, then, is whether the propos(
anti-treaty shopping provision effectively forestalls potential treat
shopping abuses.
One provision of the anti-treaty shopping article of the propose

protocol is more lenient than the comparable rule in the U..*
model and other U.S. treaties. The U.S. model allows benefits to I
?enied if 75 percent or less of a resident company's stock is held fc

individual residents of the country of residence, while the propose
protocol (like several newer treaties and an anti-treaty shoppin
provision in the Internal Revenue Code) lowers the qualifying pe'
centage to 50, and broadens the class of qualifying shareholders t

include residents of either treaty country (and citizens of th
United States). Thus, this safe harbor is considerably easier t

enter under the proposed protocol. On the other hand, counting fc
this purpose shareholders who are residents of either treaty cour
try would not appear to invite the type of abuse at which the prov
son IS aimed, since the targeted abuse is ownership by third-cour
try residents attempting to obtain treaty benefits.
Another provision of the anti-treaty shopping article of the pre

posed protocol, which is coupled with the ownership requirement t
achieve rate reduction benefits, is the "base erosion" rule. This re
quirement is met only if more than 50 percent of the gross incomi
of the person claiming benefits is not used directly or indirectly t<



eet liabilities for interest or royalties to persons who are not resi-

jnts of Belgium or the United States, citizens of the United
;ates, or the countries themselves. This rule, commonly referred
I as the "base erosion" rule, is necessary to prevent a corporation,

r example, from distributing most of its income through the use
' deductible payments to persons not entitled to benefits under
le treaty. Because the rule is limited to payments of interest or
tyalties to persons not entitled to benefits, the provision may not
; broad enough to achieve its intended purpose. It is understood
lat the Treasury Department is continuing to examine the scope
" the base erosion rule to ensure that its breadth is adequate. It

ay be that other forms of payments, such as management fees or
»mpensation arrangements, will have to be included when the
eaty is renegotiated.
Another provision of the anti-treaty shopping article differs from
le comparable rule of the U.S. model, but the effect of the change
less clear. The general test applied by the U.S. model to deny
jnefits is a broad one, looking to whether the acquisition, mainte-
mce, or operation of an entity had "as a principal purpose obtain-

g benefits under" the treaty. By contrast, the proposed protocol
>ntains a more precise test that allows denial of benefits only with
ispect to income not derived in connection with the active conduct
' a trade or business. (However, this active trade or business test

)es not apply with respect to a business of making or managing
vestments, so benefits can be denied with respect to such a busi-

jss regardless of how actively it is conducted.) The practical dif-

rence between the two tests will depend upon how they are inter-

•eted and applied. The principal purpose test may be applied le-

ently (so that any colorable business purpose suffices to preserve
eaty benefits), or it may be applied strictly (so that any signifi-

mt intent to obtain treaty benefits suffices to deny them). Similar-

, the trade or business test could be interpreted to require a more
;tive or a less active trade or business (though the range of inter-

•etation is far narrower). Thus, a narrow reading of the principal
irpose test could theoretically be stricter than a broad reading of
;e active business test (i.e., would operate to deny benefits in po-

ntially abusive situations more often).

In practice, however, the opposite may be more likely. The IRS
ay find it relatively difficult to sustain a narrow reading of the
•incipal purpose test. In litigation involving Code section 367, for

:ample, which utilized a principal purpose test until 1985, courts
ive consistently refused to apply this test to transactions where
:xpayers could claim any business purpose. Given that possibility,

may well be that the test contained in the proposed protocol will

ove stricter than that in the U.S. model treaty.
The proposed protocol also provides an exception that preserves
inefits for publicly traded companies. Under this test, a company
lat is a resident of one of the countries and either (1) in whose
•incipal class of shares there is substantial and regular trading on
recognized securities exchange, or (2) more than 50 percent of
hose share of each class is owned by a resident of that country in

lose principal class of shares there is also substantial and regular
ading on a recognized securities exchange, would be entitled to

le benefits of the reduced rates of tax at source on dividends, in-
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terest, and royalties regardless of where its actual owners resThe terms substantial" and "regular" are not defined in the iposed protocol nor does the Treasury Department's technical
jplanation detail any standard for these terms. Presumably ththe terms would be defined pursuant to local law. The reffulatiiunder Code section 897, relating to an exception from the taxat

ot real property income for certain stock that is regularly tra(on an established securities market, provide a definition of "re
a\''^

that purpose. Also, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (the "1«
Act

) enacted a branch profits tax that allows certain treaty-p
tected residents to avoid being subject to the tax if their stock

nfjrof A^uu"^
regularly" traded on an established securit^market. Although no regulations are prescribed to define the I

.21'^ lu'^A
*^^.i?ranch profits tax, it may be that, for practireasons the definition provided when the regulations are prescrifc'could be used for interpreting the substantial and regular t.under the proposed protocol.

!

ci,^^®-
United States should maintain its policy of limiting tre^

hirf?''l^.?PP°'^'''''*'5^
whenever possible. In this regard, it is nofble that the proposed protocol would add an anti-treaty shoppii

provision to the existing treaty. Although drafted to limit foresee

niL^ %°^ f"""^^'
*^^ anti-treaty shopping provision of the pi

F.if ^K /Jf-^l""^^ ^°* prevent all potential unintended uses of t)
treaty by third^^ountry mvestors. For example, it is undestood th

ninJfn!?^''^
Department generally does not believe that BelgijCoordmation Centers, which are entitled to special tax benefl

selvel'o^ tVi^.^^TK^^^^^
^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^' ^^^ ^vail the!

f^ I xL fu
^^^ business purpose exception. However, to bolsti

fW ?r'. An^'^'^^'^^^f
"^^y ^^"* *o consider an understanding

1

fnpLf^'^^-^i^T^^i*'^ U^^^^d States to fully tax U.S. sourl

cond?tfnnf/r'*X- ^iJfdi'^ation Center in the event the othjconditions to satisfying the anti-treaty shopping provision are n
StL^^^ f

^^^sis^nt with one of the primary objectives of t

l^anLllT^L^''^ f,^?
proposed protocol-to eliminate double ta

fvIS^lf tw l^^"" ^1
taxation. The committee should further saS

adimfiL -itfi
ajiti-treaty shopping provision in its entirety is aadequate deterrent of possible treaty-shopping abuses in the futu^

(3) Implementation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986

taJiltni^ff ifc
enacted several fundamental changes in the U.Jtaxation ot U.S. persons doing business abroad and foreign persor

aSd-^liryTfiSoS^cK'*^*^^- ^' ''""^ ProtocS'd^T

foSfc^°L*^°^®
changes was the imposition of branch level taxes o

coSf nfTn qT T'^^''^ ^^^°™^ effectively connected with th

U S trL/v «iin
^""^^^ ?" *^^«^«ss. The 1986 Act provided that n

Drofitc, tfv^rn? li^""^"??*
^"^y ^^^^'^ corporation from the brana

?«Hn?i«^ - ''^r''%
the amount thereof) unless the foreign corpcration is a qualified resident" of the treaty country or the treat

re Sitati^e^^^^^^^ P^^^^ ^^ the'^House of Rep

^^^^tlliT^L^^^^ah"^. ^^^ S^^^te which includes technica

?h«t ni?^ ^vr^A 1^^^ ^^^ ^^"ds this requirement to provid

w«fvpr« ^
qualified treaty country residents are entitled to treat'waivers or reductions of the branch profits tax.) The 1986 Act alsl



rovided that its withholding tax on dividends paid by a foreign

)rporation that derives a certain amount of its income from a U.S.

usiness would not apply if the earnings distributed were subject to

16 branch profits tax.

As indicated above, the proposed protocol does not attempt to im-
lement this change in U.S. tax policy. The proposed protocol does,

owever, include a provision, which is substantially similar to a
revision in the existing treaty, that precludes the United States

om imposing its withholding tax on dividends paid by a Belgian
)mpany to Belgian residents where the Belgian company derives

5 percent or more of its income does not explicitly provide for the
nposition of a branch profits tax.

The issue presented with respect to the branch profits tax (and
16 other changes in U.S. tax policy caused by the 1986 Act that
re not incorporated in the proposed protocol) is whether the pro-

3sed protocol should have incorporated this change. On the one
and, the legislative history to the 1986 Act makes it clear that
ongress refrained from overriding U.S. income tax treaties that
rguably prevented the imposition of the branch profits tax to

[low the Treasury Department to renegotiate existing treaties to

Qplement that change in U.S. tax policy. In this case, it would
ave been appropriate for the proposed protocol to have included
lis change. On the other hand, the proposed protocol was done
lickly to reduce direct investment dividends, but was done on the
aderstanding that a new treaty, which would incorporate, among
:her things, the many changes brought about by the 1986 Act,
ould be taken up expeditiously after ratification of the proposed
rotocol. Since the Treasury Department expects to have a new
eaty within twelve months, the Committee could consider the
reposed protocol with an understanding, rather than reserving on
16 issue, that the U.S. tax policy changes in general, and the im-
^sition of the branch profits tax, in particular, caused by the 1986
ct will be incorporated in the new treaty.



III. EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED PROTOCOL
A detailed, article-by-article explanation of the proposed protc

to the income tax treaty between the United States and Belgiuri
presented below. ^

Article 1, Dividends
|

The proposed protocol would replace the present dividend art!
with a new article whose principal change lowers the maximum;
lowable rate of tax at source on direct investment dividends T
lower rate IS consistent with the rate contained in the US moand recently ratified treaties. The other treaty provisions pertamg to the taxation of dividends are modernized by the propos
protocol brining the treaty's dividend article into closer confon
ty with the U.S. model.
The existing treaty allows both the United States and Belgium

tax dividends paid by a corporation of one country to a resident
the other. The maximum allowable rate of tax at source on di"dends is 15 percent, regardless of the recipient's ownership interlm the dividend payor, unless the shares on which the dividends ipaid are effectively connected with a permanent establishment
one of the countries In this latter case, the dividends are taxal
as business profits (Article 7 of the treaty). The existing treaty a.'
precludes one country from taxing dividends paid by a corporatl
ot the other country to residents of the other country, unless t*
shares on which the dividends are paid are effectively connectwith a permanent establishment in the first country

!

Under the proposed protocol, dividends paid by a corporation
one country to a resident of the other can continue to be taxed

'

both the United States and Belgium. However, when the corpor
tion paying the dividends is resident in one country and the bene

^nn^T?^"" °. *^? dividends is resident in the other, the maximu
allowable rate of tax is 5 percent if the beneficial owner is a coipany that owns directly at least 10 percent of the voting stock
the corporation paying the dividends. In other cases, the maximu
allowable rate continues to be 15 percent. These rules do not r
strict the right of a country to tax the profits out of which dit
dends are paid. This difference in treatment of dividends paid i

direct investors and to "portfolio" investors (i.e., those compar
nvestors not owning at least 10 percent of the payor's voting stoc'
is consistent with the treatment provided by the U.S. model

i

aJ:J^J>
^?^^^ *^®^*y' ^^® proposed protocol defines "di\

^t^rf
^^income from shares or other rights which participate i

profits and which are not debt claims. To conform with BelgiuJ
law, the term also includes income from "jouissance" shares c

fivTor"""®
"ghts, mining shares, or founders shares which pai

t cipate in profits and which are not debt claims. Dividends also ii
elude income from other corporate rights which is subjected to th

(10)
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tne tax treatment by the country in which the distributing corpo-

tion is resident as income from shares. Under this provision,

ch country may apply its rules for determining when a payment

a resident company is on a debt obligation or an equity interest,

nally, at Belgium's request, the term dividends includes income-
en if paid in the form of interest—which is taxable as income

)m capital invested by the members of a company, other than an

jorporated company, which is a resident of Belgium. This latter

elusion in the term dividends, the inclusion of which is substan-

lUy similar to a provision in the existing treaty, allows Belgium

exercise an anti-abuse rule in its law by treating as dividends,

gardless of how remitted, income paid by an unincorporated Bel-

an company with respect to capital invested by its owners. The
•easury Department's technical explanation gives as an example

this rule interest paid on loans made to a closely held general

irtnership by one or more of its partners.

Consistent with the U.S. model and the existing treaty, the pro-

ised protocol's limitations on source country dividend tax will not

(ply under the proposed protocol if the beneficial owner of the

vidend carries on business through a permanent establishment in

e source country and the shareholding with respect to which the

vidends are paid forms part of the assets of the permanent estab-

ihment. The proposed protocol also modernizes the existing treaty

not applying the proposed protocol's limitations on source coun-

yf
dividend tax if the beneficial owner of the dividend performs in

e source country independent personal services from a fixed base

:uated in that country and the shareholding with respect to

lich the dividends are paid forms part of the assets of the fixed

se. In these cases, the dividends are not taxed under the provi-

ms of this article, but as business profits (Article 7 of the treaty)

as independent personal services (Article 14 of the treaty), re-

ectively.
. ,

The proposed protocol limits the right of a country to tax divi-

nds paid by a company resident in the other country to residents

that other country. Generally, the country in which the compa-

is not resident may only tax dividends paid by a company resi-

nt in the other country to residents of that other country if the

areholding with respect to which the dividends are paid forms

irt of the assets of a permanent establishment or a fixed base sit-

ited in the first mentioned country. However, as indicated in the

:hnical explanation, if the United States is the first mentioned

antry, it can tax dividends paid by a Belgian company to a U.S.

izen resident in Belgium; the United States reserves the right to

K its citizens as if the convention had not come into effect (para-

aph 1 of Article 23).

This provision, which is inconsistent with the U.S. model to the

tent it precludes a country from taxing dividends paid to the

tier country's residents if certain income thresholds are met by

9 distributing company, precludes the United States from impos-

l its withholding tax on dividends paid to Belgian residents by a

(Igian company that derives 25 percent or more of its income from

;
J.S. business.
As under the existing treaty, the proposed protocol allows Bel-

am to tax, pursuant to its internal law, dividends paid by a com-
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pany which is a resident of Belgium to a company not residenl
lielgium but where the shareholding forms part of the assets
permanent establishment situated in Belgium.

Article 2. Cross Reference

This article merely corrects a cross-reference in the exist
treaty caused by the proposed protocol.

Article 3. Limitation on Benefits

The proposed protocol contains a provision which is intended'
limit the benefits of the reduced rates of tax at source on d'
dends, interest, and royalties to persons who are entitled to th:
benefits by reason of their residence in the United States or E'
gium. The present treaty does not contain such a provision Tnew provision is somewhat less strict than the corresponding prd'
sion of the U.S. model treaty. It is similar to, but not identical'
the limitation of benefits articles included in the recently ratif'
U.b income tax treaties with Barbados, Australia, and New Zl
land. i

The treaty is intended to limit double taxation caused by i
interaction of the tax systems of the United States and Belgiumf
they apply to residents of the two countries. At times, howev^
residents of third countries attempt to use a treaty. Such usej
known as treaty shopping," and refers to the situation wher^'
person who is not a resident of either country seeks certain be*
tits under the income tax treaty between the two countries. Und
certain circumstances, and without appropriate safeguards ti

nonresident is able indirectly to secure these benefits by establiij
ing a corporation (or other entity) in one of the countries which 1
a resident of that country, is entitled to the benefits of the treaf
Additionally, it may be possible for the third country resident

I

reduce the income base of the treaty country resident by havi
the latter pay out interest, royalties, or other amounts under fav(
able conditions (i.e., it may be possible to reduce or eliminate t
taxes ot the resident company by distributing its earnings throu
deductible payments or by avoiding withholding taxes on the dist
butions) either through relaxed tax provisions in the resident coij
try or by passing the funds through other treaty countries (essS
tially, continuing to treaty shop), until the funds can be repatriat
under favorable terms. '

As indicated above, the proposed new anti-treaty shopping artic
ot the protocol is intended to limit the benefits of the reduced rati
ot tax at source on dividends, interest, and royalties to bona fij
residents of the two countries. This would be accomplished by pryidmg that a person other than an individual (such as a corpor
tion, partnership or trust) is not entitled to the benefits of the r
duced rates of tax at source on dividends, interest, and royalti<
unless It satisfies any one of an ownership and "base erosion" tes
a good business purpose test, or a public company test.

'

Under the ownership and base erosion test two conditions mul
be satisfied. First, more than 50 percent of the beneficial interei
in the person (in the case of a company, more than 50 percent .'

tne nuniber of shares of each class of shares) must be owned direcj
ly or indirectly by any combination of one or more individual re^
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ents of Belgium or the United States, citizens of the United

tates, or the governments of the United States or Belgium. This

rovision would, for example, deny the benefits of the reduced U.S.

ithholding tax rates on dividends, interest, or royalties paid to a

elgium company that is controlled by individual residents of a

lird country. This rule is not as strict as that contained in the

r.S. model, which requires 75 percent ownership, by residents of

le person's country of residence, to preserve benefits.

Second, reduced rates of tax at source on dividends, interest, and
ayalties is available only if more than 50 percent of the gross

icome of the person is not used directly or indirectly to meet li-

bilities for interest or royalties to persons who are not residents of

ielgium or the United States, citizens of the United States, or the

overnments of Belgium or the United States. This rule is common-
j referred to as the "base erosion" rule and is necessary to pre-

ent a corporation, for example, from distributing most of its

icome through the use of deductible payinents to persons not enti-

led to benefits under the treaty. Gross income for this purpose is

efmed to mean: in the case of the United States, gross income as

efmed in the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as may be amended
rom time to time, without regard to the geographic source of the

icome; and in the case of Belgium, gross receipts, or in the case of

manufacturer or producer of goods, gross receipts reduced by the

irect costs of labor and materials attributable to the manufacture

r production and paid or payable out of those receipts. This provi-

ion is substantially similar to that in the U.S. model treaty.

Under the good business purpose test, denial of reduced rates of

ax at source would not occur if the resident entity's dividends, in-

erest, or royalties are derived in connnection with, or are inciden-

al to, the active conduct of a trade or business in the residence

ountry. However, this exception does not apply (and benefits are

herefore denied) to a business the principal activities of which are

laking or managing investments in the source country. This active

rade or business rule replaces a more general rule in the U.S.

Qodel treaty and most recent U.S. income tax treaties that pre-

erves benefits if an entity is not used "for a principal purpose of

obtaining benefits" under a treaty. It is understood that a Belgian

'/oordination Center, which receives special tax benefits in Bel-

ium, generally cannot avail itself of the good business purpose

est. This would result in, for example, a Belgian Coordination

"enter, which does not satisfy the ownership or base erosion tests

nd which receives dividends, interest, or royalties from the United
itates, not being entitled to reduced rates of U.S. tax under the

reaty (unless it satisfied the public company test).

Under the public company test, a company that is a resident of

ne of the countries and either (1) in whose principal class of

hares there is substantial and regular trading on a recognized se-

urities exchange, or (2) more than 50 percent of whose shares of

ach class is owned by a resident of that country in whose princi-

fal class of shares there is also substantial and regular trading on
recognized securities exchange, would be entitled to the benefits

f the reduced rates of tax at source on dividends, interest, and roy-

llties regardless of where its actual owners reside. The term "rec-

gnized securities exchange" means any stock exchange registered
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with the Securities and Exchange Commission as a national secu
ties exchange for purposes of the Securities Exchange Act of 19d
the NASDAQ system owned by the National Association of Seed
ties Dealers, Inc., the Belgium stock exchanges, and any other sec]
rities exchange agreed upon by the competent authorities of tl

two countries.

Article 4. Entry into Force

The proposed protocol will enter into force on the fifteenth da
after the date of the exchange of the instruments of ratificatio]
Once in force, the provisions of the proposed protocol will app]
retroactively to dividends, interest, and royalties credited or pa:
on or after January 1, 1988,

Article 5. Termination

The proposed protocol will remain in force as long as the U.S
Belgium income tax treaty remains in force.
A separate termination provision provides, however, that eithe

country can terminate separately the provisions of the propose
protocol by giving through diplomatic channels at least six month
written notice of termination to the other country at any tira

after five years from the day on which the proposed protocol entei
into force. In this case, the proposed protocol ceases to apply t

dividends, interest, and royalties credited or paid on or after th
first January 1 that follows after expiration of the six-mont
period and the provisions of the treaty, as effective on Decembe
31, 1987, shall apply to those amounts.

Exchange of Notes

At the signing of the proposed protocol, notes were exchange
confirming the understanding of the U.S. and Belgium delegation
as to the meaning of "beneficial interest", as that term is used i
the anti-treaty shopping article. As indicated above, the propose
protocol would add an anti-treaty shopping article. Unless othe
conditions are satisfied, the proposed protocol would preclude i

person (other than an individual) from claiming reduced rates o
tax at source on dividends, interest, and royalties unless more tha^
50 percent of the "beneficial interest" in the person is owned di
rectly or indirectly by any combination of one or more individua
residents of Belgium or the United States, citizens of the Unite(
States, or the governments of Belgium or the United States. Tht
Belgium and United States delegations agreed that the French anc
Dutch language texts of the anti-treaty shopping article would in
corporate the English meaning of the term "beneficial interest." M
intended, more than 50 percent of the rights to income and othei
economic rights in the person claiming treaty benefits would have
to be owned by qualifying persons. As an example, the notes statec
that in the case of a trust claiming treaty benefits, more than 5(

percent of the interests held by beneficiaries of the trust must bf
held by qualifying persons. The identities of the legal owners of the
trust would be irrelevant for this purpose, the notes stated.

O




